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RIMJI'E-SENSI� PCITENTIAL 
IN BASIC-DATA ACQUISITION 
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Hydrology and Integrated Resource Surveys

---

Large portions of the land areas of the earth are poorly and inadequately covered by 
resource surveys needed to plan their develoµnent. Even areas that are highly developed are'in 
constant need of additional basic information on the raw materials needed for economic develoµnent 
and on the water resources required to support the use of those raw materials. Integrated resource 
surveys can provide much of the information needed to plan develoµnent. 

Integrated resource surveys are environmental, social, and economic assessments of the assets 
and liabilities of the resources of a given region which set the botmdaries within which develoµnent 
and conservation decisions must be made. Hydrologic-data acquisition and interpretation are 
fundamental parts of integrated resource surveys. But the acquisition of water-resource data is a 
time-consuning and difficult job for any region. Moreover, the larger the region one is surveying 
the more difficult the task becomes. 

<l:>jectives of Hydrologic-Data Acqusition 

I wish to examine here the two basic methods of hydrologic-data acquisition, their relation 
to integrated resource surveys, and the potential of remote sensing. Figure 1 is a flow chart of 
hydrologic data methods. The basic research and operational question faced in hydrology today is: 
How can environmental characteristics be described accurately and readily in forms suitable for 
analysis and prediction of cause-and-effect relations in hydrology and water-resource management? 
This question is answered in classical hydrology by making point measurements of hydrologic para
meters in precise form at a particular site, by co�tinuing these point measurement» over long periods 
of time, and by synthesizing the measurements and the time series into descriptions of the environ
mental and water system. Modern hydrology, on the other hand, has as its goal a canposite 
description of the hydrologic system at several points in time using a nunber of composite-measurement 
techniques of both the quality and the quantity of water. It is important to recognize at this 
point that the accuracy and precision needed in hydrologic measurement depend upon the scale of the 
problem that is being attacked. 

Data acquired by classical methods are usually quite precise, while the data acquired in 
modern hydrology are only as precise as is needed for the problem at hand. For example, measurements 
made of depth to water in a.desert basin should be much more precise if the scale of mapping is 
1:25,000 than if it is 1:250,000. Thus one of the tenets of modern hydrology is that 9ne must 
recognize the point of diminishing returns in data collection at which the time and effort that it 
takes to collect and interpret the data may be greater than is needed to solve the basic problem of 
the investigation. This is primarily true of small-scale investigations of large areas. 

The Tools of Remote Sensing 

A major direction· of effort in attaining the objectives of modern hydrology is to use remote
sensing instn.rnents from aircraft and spacecraft that can provide photographs, other images, and 
nunerical data relating to the earth's terrain which have a bearing on the hydrologic environment 
and which can cover large areas econcmically in short periods of time. ·The sensor data can then be 
correlate!i with the available point and synthesized data to describe the enviroranental 
characteristics. 

The basic develoµnents in remote sensing evolve aroi.md an aircraft capability to collect data 
for large areas in short periods of time with the use of the basic sensor -- the aerial photograp.�ic 
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